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ACTIVE WORLD TRAY
These versatile trays have so many uses! They 
store easily, are easily carried, attach canopies 
easily to the top holes, and they are extremely 
durable. Why not fill it up with sand or water ... 
the possibilities are endless! Eight 
sided to encourage group play. 
Stand not included. 7cm deep.
GREEN TT-TUFFG
BLUE TT-TUFFB
BLACK TT-TUFF 

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY ADJUSTABLE STAND
The stand is adjustable to 4 different heights 20cm, 
30cm, 40cm and 50cm. For use with the Active World 
Trays. Ideal for use indoors and outdoors. Tray not 
included. Size 87 x 87cm.
BLUE   TT-FU00202 GREEN   TT-FU11385

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY COVER
A useful, hard wearing cover for the Active World Tray is waterproof and 
fits snugly. Suitable for indoors and out. Wipe clean, hand wash.
TT-EY01034 Size 98cm (w) $59.90

Trays, Stands and Accessories

$64.90
EACH

SIZE
94cm

$199.90
EACH

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY ARTIFICIAL GRASS MAT
Transform your Active World Tray into a park, farm, garden or another 
grass setting. Non abrasive grass, with a soft texture.
TT-FU06924 Size 86cm $169.90
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ACTIVE WORLD TRAY REMOVABLE MIRROR
Transform your Active World Tray with this mirror insert. Decorate with 
small items, jewels or natural materials to create magical landscapes. 
Ideal for studying reflection or looking at symmetry.
SILVER  TT-FU00856 Size 86cm diameter $174.90
BLUE  TT-FU06072 Size 86cm diameter $174.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY SEASIDE MAT
This wipe clean mat features a lighthouse, boat shed, fun fair and a 
small road dotted with shops. Children are playing in the water and 
boats are sailing in the bay.
TT-AW13 Size 86cm diameter $59.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY TREASURE ISLAND MAT
Turn your Active World Tray into a desert island with sandy beaches, 
palm trees, waterfalls, rivers, and forest. Loads of places to hide 
treasure, sail boats and search for ruins.
TT-EY06098 Size 86cm diameter $59.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY JUNGLE MAT
This wipe clean mat shows the habitat of several jungle animals 
including a chimpanzee, crocodile, gorilla, snake and leopard. Children 
add in their own jungle animals and play out the story.
TT-AW5 Size 86cm diameter $64.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY FAIRY TALE MAT
This sturdy Fairy Tale mat sets the scene for almost any well known 
fairy story with its castle, river, bridge and houses snuggled into the 
surrounding forest.
TT-AW6 Size 86cm diameter $59.90
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ACTIVE WORLD TRAY TRANSPORT MAT
An engaging mat that helps reinforce road safety advice. Use wet and 
dry materials on this waterproof mat for a multi-sensory scene. A 
world of transport to keep busy cyclists, pilots, sailors etc entertained.
TT-EY00257 Size 86cm diameter $59.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY UNDER THE SEA MAT
Dive into ocean life with this beautifully illustrated mat. Use a variety of 
wet and dry materials to create a multi sensory 3D experience.
TT-AW4 Size 86cm diameter $59.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY LUNAR MAT
Take a rocket to the moon, moon walk with the astronauts, explore the 
craters and drive the moon buggies with this lunar mat!
TT-AW9 Size 86cm diameter $59.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY NUMBERS MAT
This waterproof number mat is designed to bring a multi-sensory 
approach to numeracy. Sprinkle the mat with soap suds, spaghetti, jelly, 
etc., as you swirl your hands around to find the numbers. Try making 
the corresponding amount of items out of dough to match the numeral.
TT-EY01242 Size 86cm diameter $64.90

ACTIVE WORLD TRAY ALPHABET MAT
This wipe clean mat features upper and lower case letters with 
corresponding images to match the phonemes.
TT-EY01241 Size 86cm diameter $59.90
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ACTIVE WORLD TRAY DINOSAUR MAT
Designed for wet or dry play. Why not fill with sand or other messy play 
materials and create a prehistoric land. Walk with the dinosaurs, see 
the erupting volcano and watch the eggs hatch but be careful where 
you tread... you never know what’s behind you!
TT-AW8 Size 86cm diameter $59.90
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PLAY CAVE
This sturdy play cave can be used indoors and outside in sandpits, 
active trays or play areas. The opening will accommodate figurines 
up to 10cm high with room enough inside for six or more 
animals. There is also room on the roof of the cave for 
figures to sit and watch. 
YD-0219 Size 11�5cm (h) $32.90

3+
AGES
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ACTIVE WORLD TRAY ENCHANTED WORLD MAT
Create a delightful place for elves and fairies to live and play on this 
mini world. With cosy cottages, waterfall, vegetable patch and a fairy 
bridge. Use wet and dry materials to act out different scenarios.
TT-EY06814 Size 86cm diameter $59.90

BAMBOO BUILDING BLOCKS
Environmentally friendly building blocks, crafted from real bamboo! The 
pieces are precisely related in size and come in a variety of imagination-
inspiring shapes, including columns, roof pieces, bridges and more.
Designed to help preserve the Earth’s resources, each block 
is made from rapidly renewable bamboo that’s both durable 
and lightweight, making them perfect for block play.
TT-EY03864 42 pieces $229.90

3+
AGES

HOLLOW LOG
This realistic hollow log creates an enticing woodland habitat for 
storytelling and play. Made from a durable stone and resin mix, it 
can be used in bark, mud, sand and water. It is the perfect prop to 
stimulate talk and vocabulary development. This versatile resource will 
become an essential addition to your favourite small world 
play themes, working well with a variety of play figures or 
animals.
YD-0222 Size 22�5 x 6�5cm $32.90

2+
AGES

TREE STUMP
This realistic tree stump is a perfect habitat for limitless woodland and 
enchanted world play. With hiding places and platforms, children will 
enjoy making the ideal home for their forest and magical 
characters. Made from a durable stone and resin mix, it can 
be used for outdoor play in leaves, mud, sand and water.
YD-0221 Size 11�5 x 13�5cm $32.90

2+
AGES

PLAY IGLOO
Cast from a durable resin, this exciting play prop is robust 
and versatile for indoor and outdoor small world play. It can 
be used in water, snow or ice!
YD-0220 Size 10�5cm $32.90

2+
AGES
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Sand and Water Play Accessories

LET’S ROLL - GARDEN BUGS
Roll into sand, play dough or clay and stamp with the bugs to create 
hands-on habitats! Count the bees on the honeycomb, match the 
ladybirds to flowers and tell stories of what is happening close by when 
you look carefully. The set includes the following bugs and 
their habitats: butterfly and meadow, bee and honeycomb, 
spider and web, ladybird and flowers, caterpillar and branch, 
grasshopper and grass. Made from durable stone mix.
YD-1154 Size 7�2 x 3�4cm 6 pack $34.90

2+
AGES

LET’S ROLL - POND LIFE
As you roll and stamp into sand, play dough or clay, reveal the hidden 
stories of what lives in and around our ponds. Match the frogs to the lily 
pads, hide the fish in the weeds, see how the dragonfly darts through 
the rushes, all while creating satisfying sensory art. Set 
includes: frog and lily pads, fish and weeds, duck and pond, 
kingfisher and perch, pond skater and duckweed, dragonfly 
and bulrushes. Made from durable stone mix.
YD-1157 Size 7�2 x 3�4cm 6 pack $34.90

2+
AGES

LET’S ROLL - DINOSAURS
An appealing and engaging set of 6 dinosaur-themed rollers. 
Encourages storytelling, develops vocabulary and extends language 
skills as well as developing fine motor skills. The set includes roaring 
head and Tyrannosaurus Rex, coelacanth fish and Spinosaurus, 
prehistoric scene and Diplodocus, volcanic landscape and 
Triceratops, spinal plates and Stegosaurus, and hatchling 
and dinosaur eggs. Made from durable stone mix.
YD-1216 Size 7�2 x 3�4cm 6 pack $34.90 2+

AGES

LET’S ROLL - TRANSPORT
An engaging set of 6 rollers to explore different forms of transport 
which can be rolled into sand, play dough or clay. Also useful to 
introduce conversations about caring for our world through sustainable 
forms of travel. Rural and urban transport rollers include train and 
railway track, car and two treads, bicycle and single track, 
plane and contrails, tractor and two tracks, and pedestrian 
and footprints. Made from durable stone mix.
YD-1217 Size 7�2 x 3�4cm 6 pack $34.90

2+
AGES

New! New!
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ASSORTED METAL SCOOPS
A set of nesting scoops that can be incorporated into lots of different 
learning opportunities. A lovely addition to messy play activities, 
children will enjoy scooping counters, stones, sand, collecting natural 
materials for potion making, mud pies and so much more. 
The scoops come in four different sizes: 30cm, 26cm, 22cm 
and 18 cm.
TT-EY06744 4 pack $74.90

1+
AGES

ASSORTED METAL NESTING BOWLS
These metal bowls are ideal for mixing potions and creating 
concoctions. Take them outdoors to enrich messy play and enhance 
creativity. With five different sizes, these bowls can be used for storage 
purposes or even sorting. Each nests inside the other to save 
on storage space. The bowls come in five different sizes, 
largest is 40.5 x 11.8cm, smallest is 16.5 x 6cm.
TT-EY07705 5 pack $109.90

1+
AGES

RUSTIC STONE POURERS
This set of rustic stone pourers is robust enough for use outside and 
with a range of materials, including water, sand and soil. Easy to hold, 
the pourers can be used to scoop and pour liquids and 
solids. The shaped lip makes pouring intuitive and easy. 
Nestling within each other, the pourers can help children 
learn about serration and comparing volumes.
YD-1121 Size from 10�5 to 14�5cm 3 pack $46.90

2+
AGES

LET’S ROLL - OCEAN LIFE
Explore precious and enticing ocean habitats with this set of creative 
rollers. You will soon be making waves as you roll into sand, play dough 
or clay and use the stamps to bring the water to life with a variety 
of sea creatures. The set includes the following ocean 
creatures and their habitats: dolphin and waves, turtle and 
coral, fish and bubbles, seahorse and seagrass, shark and 
fish, octopus and cave. Made from durable stone mix.
YD-1156 Size 7�2 x 3�4cm 6 pack $34.90

2+
AGES
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TRANSLUCENT COLOUR JUG SET
Fun colour jugs are the perfect size for children to use in 
explorative play with sand and water, for colour mixing and 
matching, and to learn about measuring and volume.
CM-73103 Size 11�3 x 7�7cm 6 colours $24.90

6
PACK

TRANSLUCENT COLOUR FUNNELS
Fun robust colour funnels are the perfect size 
for children to use in explorative play 
with sand and water, for colour mixing 
and matching, and to experiment with 
volume. 6 colours.
CM-73113 Size 13 x 13 x 10cm $44.90

6
PACK

TRANSLUCENT COLOUR POT SET
Small stackable lidded pots in 6 translucent colours, ideal for use in 
explorative play, for colour mixing and matching, and as a stacking 
activity to engage logic and develop coordination. Colours match the 
Translucent Colour Jug Set so can be used together for extended 
play value. Includes convenient lidded storage box.
CM-73105 Size 5�7 (h) x 4�2cm (w) 18 pack $44.90
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HEAVY DUTY MULTI SHOVEL
The durable multi shovel is ideal for digging in the sand.
ED-66060 Size 70cm (l) x 15cm (w) $16.90 EACH

RAKE AND SPADE COMBO LARGE
A fun combo pack for kindergarten or home.
SW-AS4402 Size 55cm $12.90 EACH

HELPING HANDS SENSORY SCOOPS
Strenghten sensory and fine motor skills one scoop at a time! This 
set of 4 colourful scoops each comes with a different 
skill-building action - scoop, rotate, sift and pour different 
materials while building hand strength, coordination, 
precision, and more.
LER-5567 Sift size 12�7 x 7�6cm 4 pack $25.90

3+
AGES

SAND & WATER FINE MOTOR TOOL SET
Four different tools for sand and water play! Kids build 
hand strength and fine motor skills with a squeezy bottle, 
water spinner, new twisty dropper, and scissor scooper.
LER-5559 4 pack $28.90

3+
AGES
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HEAVY DUTY SAND SHOVEL
Making sand castles is even more fun now with this durable Sand 
Shovel which has an ergonomic handle.
ED-66040 Size 14�5cm (l) x 7cm (w) $5.90 EACH

WATER WHEEL
A fun water wheel for sand and water play. 
Durable plastic that is easily cleaned and child 
friendly.
SW-AS1233 Size 35cm (h) $14.90

WATER WHEEL
The ultimate gadget for children! Watch water 
or sand flow through all the components.
SW-AS1244 Size 41cm (h) $23.90

WATERING CAN
These brightly coloured watering cans hold up to 1 litre of water
SW-AS4070 Holds 1 Litre $7.90 EACH

TRANSLUCENT COLOUR BUCKET SET
Fun stackable colour buckets, the perfect size 
for children to use in explorative 
play with sand and water.
CM-73101 Size 12�2 x 16�2cm 
diameter 6 colours $36.90

6
PACK

ROLLER
This big, chunky roller is a fun toy for the sandpit. Durably constructed 
and easy to manipulate.
ED-66110 Size 35 x 36 x 56cm $34.90

DOZER
Large amounts of sand can be moved around with the big shovel on this 
rugged Dozer! Ideal for the sandpit!
ED-66100 Size 37 x 25 x 19cm $32.90
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DIGGER
Made from steel, this sturdy digger offers a 360 degrees turning 
function so children can dig from all sides with the robust steel shovel, 
while the feet provide a secure stand. Assembly required.
ED-64160 Size 61 x 61 x 90cm $274.90

GIANT HEAVY 
DUTY DUMPER
This heavy duty 
Dumper is ideal for 
the sandpit! Durably 
constructed it can 
carry up to 100kg!
ED-66010 
Size 65 x 41�5 x 40cm 
$169.90

TRACK ROLLERS
Build your own little town from the ground 
up! Form footpaths, cycle-ways, streets, 
even towns and cities using the different-
patterned Track Rollers or just use 
to embellish your sand creations. 
Perfect for play-based learning.
ED-66050
Size 14�5 x 18 x 8cm (w) $44.90

5
PACK

HEAVY DUTY WHEELBARROW
The most sturdy, durable wheelbarrow you will ever need for your 
kindergarten or preschool. Designed for years of use.
ED-64090 Size 88 x 40 x 43cm $229.90
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TRACTOR AND TRAILER
A great companion for the sand box! The 
trailer is removable and it has a tilt function, 
which facilitates loading and unloading the 
sand. Constructed of durable UV resistant 
plastic, the steel axles ensure extra stability 
and the quiet EVA wheels leave real tracks in 
the sand.
ED-66020 Size 55 x 16 x 15cm $34.90

DUMP TRUCK
This durable truck is constructed of UV resistant plastic. The 
load bed has a tilt function which allows for easy loading and 
unloading and the wheels leave tyre marks in the sand!
ED-66030 Size 32 x 21 x 20�5cm $44.90

CIRCULAR STAND AND WATER TRAY
Circular sand and water tray designed with 
multiple interior levels and slopes to allow 
children to explore many different activities. 
Constructed of strong durable plastic, with a 
heavy duty steel tubular frame. Comes with a 
plastic moulded lid.
EC-66050
Size 75cm diameter, 58cm (h) $499.90
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GIANT ACTIVITY TRAY
A multi-purpose tray that is ideal 
for both indoor and outdoor use. 
This diverse resource is ideal for 
small world scenarios or for use 
as a sand or potting 
tray.
TT-FSWT 
Size 60 x 60 x 7cm 
$34.90

3+
AGES
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FUNNELS
Nested funnels sizes 9cm, 11cm, 
12cm (w).
TFC-12403 $9.90

3
PACK

MEASURING CUPS
Set of four cups: 1, 1/2, 1/3,1/4 
cups.
TFC-10396 $10.90

4
PACK

SAND & WATER ACTIVITY STATION
Folding sturdy steel frame with a nylon shelf and two casters to allow 
easy movement around the classroom. Includes water tray.
EC-66099 Size frame 58 (h) 48 (w) x 70cm (l) $219.90

TRANSPARENT SAND AND WATER PLAY TRAY
Very sturdy plastic tray, which can be used for a variety of different 
activities including sand and water play. Tray also fits Stand (EC-66099).
EC-LTRAYC Size 50 (w) x 70 (l) x 15cm (d) $54.90

EYE DROPPERS
A pack of eye droppers suitable for liquid 
work. Great for developing fine motor 
skills in children and for water play too!
LER-2044 12 Pack Holds 1ml 
Size 10cm (l) $10.90

BUBBLE WAND
Ideal for outdoor play, this bubble wand 
is sure to keep any child entertained 
for hours!
AI-1730 37cm (l) $2.90 EACH

24+
BUY

$2.00
EACH

TRANSLUCENT COLOUR MEASURING CUPS
Nesting measuring cups in 5 translucent colours with pouring lips on 
each side. A fun addition to sand and water play, for younger children 
to experiment with liquid properties and older chlidren to learn about 
volume and measurement. Set includes 1 cup (236ml), 1/2 cup (118ml), 
1/3 cup (79ml), 1/4 cup (59ml) and 1/8 cup (29.5ml).
CM-73125 5 pack $9.90

New!
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BAMBOO CHANNELS AND STANDS
Bamboo Channels are ideal for imaginative 
sand and water play-based learning, 
construction, outdoor play and 
more.
ED-87390 $119.90

40
PIECES

WATER FLOW AND PLAY BUILDING SET
Pour water into translucent tubes and watch as it flows and spins 
water wheels. Create simple or elaborate structures with enough 
pieces for multiple children to build together. Set includes 80 
pipe tubes, 10 stoppers, 6 stands, 4 funnels, 3 water wheels 
and 2 pitchers.
CL-H2OPIPES Largest piece 7�6 x 5�1cm
Ages 3+ $169.90

105
PIECES

BAMBOO CHANNELS
Large Natural Bamboo pieces for sand 
and water play, construction, outdoor 
play and more.
ED-86350 Size up to 80cm (l) $99.90

18
PIECES
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SMALL OUTDOOR WATER CHANNELLING STANDS
Robust metal stands are great for enabling children to design their 
own channelling system. Place on the ground or in Active World 
trays. The stands have various levels to adjust the pipes to different 
heights and can be used indoors or out. Use with guttering or 
channels (not included) and allow children to investigate 
and explore water channelling possibilities independently. 
(Product has 2 rungs, photo shows 3 rungs which is not 
correct).
TT-EY01150 Size 45cm $149.90

4
PACK

LARGE OUTDOOR WATER CHANNELLING 
STANDS
TT-FWCFRAME Size 1m $229.90

4
PACK

PLASTIC WATER CHANNELLING 
GUTTERING
Add to your water fun play with these water 
gutters. Pack includes 6 lengths of 
guttering.
TT-FWCASDGUTTER
Size 1m $109.90

6
PACK

WATER WORLD CHANNELLING SET
This is an engaging, versatile, robust resource 
has open-ended water channels which 
enable children to decide on the layout and 
configuration. The plastic towers can be 
arranged at different heights. One section 
has pre-drilled holes to create 
a waterfall effect. Includes 14 x 
channels, 20 x guttering (4 with 
holes), 6 x bases.
TT-EY04203 $539.90

40
PIECES
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Outdoor Games

OUTDOOR BLACKBOARD DAISIES
Bright, attractive and weather resistant, these 
colourful chalkboard daisies will transform 
dull playground fencing into an exciting 
and fun area. Attach to fencing through the 
pre-punched holes and supplied 
cable-ties. Easily wiped-clean with 
a cloth.
TT-AR00805
Size 1 m (h) x 80cm (w) $289.90

5
PACK

CREATIVE WATER CASCADE
The possibilities for learning and creative play are endless 
with the Creative Water Cascade. Children can set up 
their own water channels and systems. Investigate, play, 
test ideas and theories. Make plans, observe, 
question and experiment! Use the equipment 
in different configurations with water, vehicles 
or balls.
TT-FWCASD $529.90

13
PIECES

WATER DISCOVERY TUBES
Children will have great fun filling the tubes and trying to collect the 
water as it gushes out. Can you collect more as a team? How many 
buckets can you fill? Use a variety of containers to fill, pour and 
collect the water. Pack of 9 tubes and 3 base pipes. Please note tray 
and accessories are not included.
TT-EY10019 Size 60cm (h) x 84cm (base) $169.90
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OUTDOOR BLACKBOARD MINIBEASTS 
Transform dull, uninteresting playground fences into stimulating 
outdoor mark making areas using these wipe-clean shapes. Simply 
attach to fencing using the cable ties supplied.  Made from 
strong, weatherproof plastic, they can be used outside or 
inside.
TT-AR01502 Size 74cm $269.90

5
PACK

PARACHUTE WIDE - 12 
HANDLES
CL-P12 Size 3�7m $99.90

2+
AGES

RAINBOW PARACHUTE - 8 HANDLES
Develop social participation, teamwork and 
motor coordination with this strong, durable, 
lightweight nylon parachute. Made from 
washable material and comes in a handy nylon 
carry bag.
CL-P6 Size 1�8m diameter $54.90

WRIST RIBBON RINGS
Used indoors or outdoors for music and dancing or for fluttering in the 
wind. Ideal to add an fun element to gymnastics, dancing, 
props or scenery. Attached to the easy-to-grip wooden ring 
are 6 long ribbons in yellow, orange, red, green, blue and 
purple.
GG-169300 Size 1m 2 pack $10.90

3+
AGES

SWING AND CATCH CUPS
A fun and safe game of catch—that children can play on their own! 
These rugged plastic cups have a fun lightweight ball attached by a 
long fabric cord. Children just swing the ball into the air, then 
catch it with the cup, building eye/hand coordination as they 
go! Individual cups come in assorted colours.
EC-63061 Size 8�6cm diameter $44.90

6
PACK
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BASKETBALL STAND
Free standing tubular steel basketball hoop with a nylon rope net. 
Designed for young children to help improve hand eye co-ordination 
and provide a challenge and reachable goal. Weather proofed so can be 
used inside and out. Simple self assembly required.
CM-75530 Stand 86cm (h), Hoop 40cm (diameter) $189.90

GIANT CATCH NET
This versatile net is designed to stand either horizontally or vertically at 
differing angles so it can be used for both throwing and kicking games.
CM-75536 Size 82cm $199.50

SEE THROUGH TUNNEL
How fun it is to crawl through this ‘See-Me’ Tunnel! Use it alone or join 
it with other tunnels for more crawling fun. The tunnel collapses down 
for easy storage and carrying.
CL-TUN9FT Size 2�74m (l) x 48cm (w) Ages 18+ months $89.90

TRAFFIC SIGNS
These road signs are light weight, easy 
to assemble and carry. Designed for 
indoor use. An excellent teaching aid 
to help children recognise actual road 
signs. Made of sturdy plastic, 
minimal assembly required.
EC-69110
Size 70cm (h) $139.90

6
PACK

SAFETY VEST YELLOW
With the ‘Safety Vest’ reflective straps young drivers become more 
visible. Elastic side bands make the vest adaptable to different age 
groups.
ED-68190 Size 40 x 50cm $8.50

10+
BUY

$7.50
EACH
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ANKLE HOOPS
An ideal game for developing jumping skills and  
co-ordination. Assorted colours.
CM-72314 $44.90

6
PACK

RUBBER PLAYGROUND BALLS
The perfect indoor classroom or outdoor playground ball! High-quality, 
textured rubber skin is easy to grip and the durable rubber 
bladder retains shape. Can withstand tossing, rolling, 
kicking and more!
CL-COLORPG Size 21�5cm 6 pack $99.90

2+
AGES

WOODEN GIANT TOPPLING TOWER
Beautifully crafted in wood, Giant Toppling Tower is great for 
extreme outdoor play! Build the big blocks up, take turns 
moving one block from the bottom of the tower and placing it 
on the top without toppling the tower.
HN-15010 60 blocks $99.00

5+
AGES

WOODEN RING TOSS
Beautifully crafted in wood, Ring Toss is a brilliant game for the 
outdoors. Focused on hand eye coordination Ring Toss is the 
perfect game for kids of all ages! Set contains 4 x Rings, 2 x 
Base Pieces, 5 x pegs.
HN-15020 $39.90

3+
AGES

NUMBER SKITTLES SET
A great way for young kids to practice number recognition and 
develop gross motor skills. Could also be easily adapted for older 
children to practice simple addition, adding up the numbers of those 
that they manage to knock down. Develop gross motor skills while at 
the same time improving basic mathematics skills. Fun 
activity for students and teachers. 10 skittles (pins) and 2 
balls in a vinyl carry bag.
EC-26300 Size 7 x 23cm $79.90

2+
AGES
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GIANT WOODEN CONNECT 4 GAME
A large version of the traditional Connect 4 game with a sturdy frame 
and smooth finished wooden black and red counters. The rugged 
plywood construction is of excellent quality and is ideal for outdoor play. 
Use in the conventional way, racing your partner to make a row of four 
with your counters, for practicing simple counting skills or for pattern 
making. A great way to strengthen motor skills and logic, 
and to improve concentration. Remove the locking pegs at 
the side to flip the frame and let the counters fall out.
CM-74774 Size 60 x 48 x 22cm 2 Players $109.90

5+
AGES

GIANT WOODEN DOMINOES
Giant hardwearing solid beech wood dominoes, great for playing 
outdoors. With smooth finished edges and strong painted black dots, 
the dominoes can be used to play the traditional game - taking it in 
turns matching the equal dots until you have used all your dominoes - 
or for counting practice and simple adding and subtracting 
games. Ideal for improving mathematical knowledge and 
confidence.
CM-74770 Size 7�5 x 15 x 1�5cm $54.90

28
PIECES
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CIRCUS TENT
This vibrant pop-up Rainbow Circus tent will transform a play space or 
use as a peaceful area for kids to read.  Large enough to accommodate 
more than one child.
CL-CIRTNT Size 1�37m x 46cm $114.90

TARGET MATHS
Three large target boards showing numbers 10 to 100, 0 to 10 and 0 to 
20. 9 balls included, which stick to the boards using a hook and loop 
mechanism. Designed to encourage children to play games using 
addition, subtraction and division whilst also helping to develop better 
hand eye coordination skills.
CM-54501 Size 45cm (h) $54.90

3
PACK


